BRINGIN' IN THE NEW YEAR WITH...

50¢ IN PERSON

PUNK ROCK LOVE STORIES... TRAVEL TALES... TOO MUCH BEER...

& LOTS OF TYPE THAT'S ALMOST TOO SMALL TO READ.

ONE DOLLAR OR A TRADE
Hey there... what you hold in your hands is two things. First, it is bits and pieces of my soul. Then, it is an accident. There were supposed to be 28 pages instead of merely twenty, but some pages that I should have had long ago from friends never showed up, and then I had to retype some shit that had coffee spilled on it but my typewriter went berserk...

My typewriter started eating ribbons, swallowing them whole. I don't know why. I just quit my sucky grocery store job in quaint small town Massachusetts... while I should be landing another job soon, I'm momentarily strapped for cash & can't afford to get the fucker fixed. Anyhoo, that is why this issue is a cliffhanger of sorts "to be continued". If you like my shitty stories, #3 will begin with me leaving ocean city. It'll be out in February, a split with upheaval zine. About the contents... Arriel wrote "Philadelphia and cream cheese" and drew the artwork. On the back cover, crust did the front cover and all of the background art, including the picture with part two of "Punk Rock Love". The "spare some remote control?" page is from fly's book, chronicle! riots! pa!sm! "The Patch" is from Sascha Altman Dubrul's Carnival of Chaos. There is no such thing as filler in this zine. I think that both people and their books need props & need to be read by more folks. I sell both books through my distro, but I don't care if you get 'em from me or the publisher. Anyhoo, that's it for credits.

Your fifty cents does go for more glue sticks, rubber cement, and copies when I can't rip Kinko's off. If you got this in the mail, I glued the stamps. You either paid less than 50¢ that way, or got a free copy. I don't know. This zine is dedicated to Arriel and to crust, the main two reasons that anything inspires me right now.
I first met Chris the day that he'd landed in Boston. It was sort of weird, he showed up the same day as two other cats from Baltimore. I didn't get to talk to them for long, because it was raining and they went to look for shelter while I let my grumbling stomach lead me to a convenience store in search of a bagel. When I went back they were gone. A few days went by and I wondered what had happened to Chris, but I figured I'd either see him or I would n't. I ended up going to a show in New Hampshire and getting arrested on the way home. When I got back to Boston, Chris was the first person I saw. We pooled our money and ended up on a rooftop drinking 40s with a bunch of kids. People came and went, and Chris and I drank, and got drunk till we realised that night had begun to fall and there was nobody left on the roof besides us. We were talking about some really personal shit, and I squatted over his lap to give him a hug. He told me I should get up, because he had a few 40s in him and wanted to kiss me. So I did the logical thing and kissed him. We spent what seemed like forever talking, kissing and spilling beer everywhere. It was really sweet. I really dug this kid. After so much time spent building a wall around my heart he just waltzed into my life and unwittingly found the tiny chink in my armor. Down went my wall in a cloud of dust; I was falling hard.

We spent days together, listening to awful music and going to parks and getting funny looks from people. Every time I stuck my tongue out at him, he bit it and I'd laugh. I was starting to fall in love, against my better judgement. We had solemn conversations about everything and nothing and fucked until it seemed the very earth was shaking with us. We had an argument, and then we screamed at each other. Then we cried in our beer, made veggie burgers, and made up. We were reluctant to call it a relationship, but neither of us wanted to be with someone else. We were confused and we became shy again and couldn't decide whether to cuddle or scream at each other or what, so mostly we shared silences. We'd both been hurt before and didn't want it to happen again. Love is hard. So what did we do? We left town together.
right after I first met chris, my friend joe and I went to the
elvis room in NH for a show. it was a sunday afternoon, beautiful
out, and finding parking was easy. i ran into some people i hadn't
seen in a while, the band i'd wanted to see was really good, and
the beer was cheap. so far, so good. after the show joe asked me
to kick his ass, and then we were off. i'd made him stop drinking
a while before the show ended, and then we stopped at a store so i
could get more beer and call rich to tell him i was on my way to
boston and his house. i drank a beer and then curled up for a nap.
i was woken a short time later by chunks of broken windshield
showering into my lap. things no longer seemed ok. we'd crashed
into a road sign, and a passing truck driver had called the cops.
the car was a wreck and wouldn't start. joe had been drinking a
beer and tossed it out the window. a couple of staties showed up
and gave joe the drunk test... "take 13 steps in a straight line."
they stopped him after he got to 30 and put him in the back of
their car, then arrested me for minor in possession because there
was an unopened beer in the car. so we were both reeled in. they
were paying him so much attention that i managed to bring a book
in with me and have a smoke before i attempted to sleep. he made
such a scene that they took away his jacket and belt, and it was
cold as shit in there.
in the morning the cop was pissed that he gave me my breakfast
and i drank the orange juice before he realised we were being re­
leased. the next time i spoke to rich, he said "what happened to
you coming over sunday night?" well...

FREE MUMIA with every purchase

when chris and I left boston, our intent was just to go to
philly for the weekend. but chris had never really traveled before
and i was once again tiring of beantown, so we decided to just
keep going after philly and see where we ended up. the first
night we went to baltimore, spent the night at his parents' house.
his mom fed us and gave us lots of clean socks. we got a late
start the next night and got lost trying to find nick's house, but
when we got there two hours late nick was waiting for us with beer
...we stayed up too late catching up and telling stories. thus we
were running on punk rock standard time when we finally got to the
rally 'round the courthouse the next afternoon. I'm working on a
column for gray matters zine about the rally and mumia's history.
i'm also going to put it in pamphlet format if anybody would like
a copy...just write and send a stamp or two.) after the march we
ran into a friend from albany who i hadn't heard from in almost
three years, and i was quite stoked. we trudged back to nick's
house, said our goodbyes, and then all three of us ended up in new
jersey at george's house later that night. we ate burritos, watch­
ed wrestling and pored over naps. george's little brother gave mea
pair of badly needed sneakers, and after everyone went to sleep
george and i drank tea and cuddled...all told, it was a good night.
road weary, and with tell ing smudges of dirt on my face, I stumble into starbucks. my alice pack looms behind me, a boulder haphazardly strapped to my back. i feel like atlas, forever cursed to carry this burden; only in my case it's dirty laundry and the few beat-up tapes Dee has given me as goodbye presents.

i feel wretched, and i know i must appear a vagabond, if a very young one. i stand patiently in line behind a man wearing delicately rimmed glasses and khakis. freshly ironed khakis with the little pleats in the front. he orders a coffee cake, a bagel and cream cheese, and coffee. it seems an awfully large breakfast to me, having not eaten in a few days, and an awfully expensive one at $6.75, i muse, jingling the 23 cents in my pocket.

the girl behind the counter is a young mulatto, and very pretty, with blonde streaks bleached into her curly, dark hair. she turns and looks at me expectantly.

i ask timidly if it would be alright that i "just use the bathroom". i pray she doesn't turn me back, lest my bladder explode right where i stand.

it seems i've passed the test, relying on pity; it doesn't always work. the gatekeeper waves me through. i thank her profusely, ever the more grateful.

when i'm done i return the key to its place at the end of the counter. i mumble some more words of thanks and make my way to the door.

she is eyeing me, "would you like some coffee?" she whispers; i smile yes.

she gestures for me to follow her to the far end of the counter, where she hands the coffee to me, as well as a brown paper bag.

"i've been there," she says. "i know how it is." the look on her face is serenely sympathetic. i thank her again and leave. i am left feeling that there must be something dirty about being so greatful. still, i am overwhelmed by her kindness.

sitting around the corner i sip the coffee and discover a bagel and two individually wrapped packages of Philadelphia cream cheese in the brown bag.

i munch the dry bagel and look longingly at the cream cheese. being vegan doesn't seem so pleasant as i am alone and hungry in this unfamiliar city. i think about how little food i've had lately. it would be a shame to have all that perfectly good cream cheese go to waste. it seems silly to argue with breakfast, and it might make me feel human to have eaten something substantial... pretty soon the cream cheese is gone, too.
we said goodbye to nick again and the three of us remaining ventured into NYC. the streets were bare and i couldn't find any of the people that i knew were lurking somewhere in those shadows. just when we were about to give up, i heard a familiar shout behind me. just a hop over a short fence and i was face to grinning face with ferret, who i'd first met in NY when i was 15 and who's got an amazing knack for bumping into me when i least expect it, no matter what city i'm in. we wanted to bring him with us, but we left shortly after and didn't know where to find him. we pulled into a church parking lot just outside of atlantic city a few hours later and were almost arrested for trying to sleep there. we drove onward, eventually found a place to crash, and hit the nickel slots pretty early. chris was having better luck than me, so after a bit i gave him my remaining nickels and decided to see how many free drinks i could get before one of the waitresses asked me for ID. with too many weak drinks in our otherwise empty stomachs and $20 poorer, we eventually set out to explore the boardwalk. i was not all that surprised when we didn't find much.

SOME THINGS

NEVER CHANGE.
the first time I went to Pittsburgh was last winter, when Arriel and I were working for the sale of the century. She'd hooked up with the sunglasses-selling people the week before, and I went with her to the next show. The ride there was a trying experience. We had to listen to a character named Dan the bagel man whine the whole way. We stopped in Connecticut somewhere so we could play a few slots at a casino (I'd never been to one before), and in about an hour he blew close to a hundred dollars. We kept commandeering his radio, playing the dead boys and David Bowie and GG Allin doing "don't talk to me." I don't think Dan got it, tho. I found a job working for a guy named Mark, who gave me speed and then told me what a hard worker I was. It was kind of strange, not eating meat, but being surrounded by leather all day. That was what Mark sold. One day I put on a pair of chaps over my jeans and a vest, rolled up my tshirt sleeves and wore my bandana. Arriel said I looked like a biker chick, and all of the biker guys kept hitting on me. I got a lot of tips that day. Arriel's boss had gotten a hotel room, and we stayed there with her. There was a piano in the lounge, and Arriel would play songs for me when we were down there. There was an indoor/outdoor heated pool too, and it was weird to be swimming outside, in Pittsburgh, in February. One night I stayed in Pittsburgh with some kids I knew there, and the last night we worked we hung out with Arriel's friends Cheez and Dmitri. Arriel got quite angry with me on the ride home, cos I got drunk and passed out and left her to deal with the bagel man by herself.

Cheez didn't seem to remember me when I saw him in Pittsburgh later. Arriel and Dmitri got kicked out of Canadah this summer.

The next show was in Providence, so the drive wasn't too bad... just about an hour. But we stayed at Arriel's house in Boston and had to make the trip three days in a row. I worked for Danny the watch guy, who she'd worked for in Boston. He was a nice guy, gave me beer and sodas while I was working and let me smoke in the booth even tho he could have been fined if any of the cops had really cared.

The last week that I worked at the show was in DC. That week I worked for the useless shit guy, who sold calculators and vibrating brushes and stuff. He was a jerk, but DC was ok. We ate at food for thought a couple of nights, and I had the best vegan chili dogs in the world. I've heard that they've either closed down or become a bar since then. We also had a very cool androgynous waitperson. Androgynous people fascinate me. I really dig tough-looking grrrls and pretty boys. On the way to DC, we'd stopped in New York and ate at the dojo on Saint Marks... I'd eaten there, at the same table, with the skabs a few years ago. They have a lot of good vegetarian food too. We stopped there again on the way home, bought roses for my crush and Arriel's boyfriend at a stand. We bought books from tables set up on the sidewalk, visited ABC no Rio and annoyed their dog, and went to Shapiro's Wine next door. The guy gave us dixie cups of wine and told us that we'd missed their tasting/brewery tour the night before. He let us take a picture with him too, but later I lost the film. I got a huge bottle of grape wine and ended up with horrible stomach cramps after I drank it.
we went from pittsburgh to cincinnati, where we were supposed to
meet up with will and his girlfriend. we went straight to short
vine, where they told us to look for them, but there wasn't much...
there except a lot of cops who looked like they were in navy uni-
form. we all walked around aimlessly for a while, ducking into
bars and the like, but nobody knew will. i found a bar where they
let me use the bathroom and talked to a metalhead, and the dready
guy at the piercing shop was nice, but that was about it. the way
cincinnati was set up kind of reminded me of portland... anyway, we
decided to keep moving and found a well-lit atm to scour our maps.
when we were just about out of gas, a really nice chick at a gas
station somewhere in kentucky gave us gas and food money. before
crashing, we acquired a half-dozen burritos and rolling tobacco.
it wasn't such a bad night after all.

the next day we found ourselves in bowling green, once again out
of gas. we stopped at a liquor store so i could ask for directions
to the salvation army, and the good ole' boy behind the counter
let out a whistle and said "yer not from around here, are ya? what
-choo doin' in bowling green? take off yer hat, lemme see yer hair
..." eventually we found the salvation army and found out when the
meal was. chris and i got a gas voucher from a baptist church
while scotty and staph spare changed for beer, then we all ate a
lot of spaghetti and filled up the tank. the baptists seemed real
happy to see us off.
i don't remember why we decided to stop in nashville. i think that we went there for the cheesy rock n' roll hall of fame, which we later found out was actually in memphis. none of us knew anyone there, but i used to distro some 7"s for the fun girls from mt. pilot, who're from that area. i'd since lost their address. some people we ran into told us to check out a record store downtown, but it didn't open until 8 or 9 at night, so we found our way to centennial park and hung out there. the park was beautiful. there were rad wooden swings scattered throughout, and a big, dried-up fountain shaped like a clam shell, and the liquor store was only half a block away. perfection. so we mostly hung out there the first couple of days, sewing and reading, telling jokes for change to buy cheap vodka. while bumming change for booze we met thomas, who had once dated one of the boys from the fun girls. he didn't know how to get ahold of them anymore, tho. then scotty and steph met jt, who let us stay at his house when it was raining one night. chris and i were fighting again, so things were weird and it was hard to fall asleep. the next day, after making apple butter sandwiches and getting kinky in the park, chris started crying and told me that he was falling in love with me. for more than a month he'd been afraid to call me his girlfriend. things were definitely getting more and more confusing.

at some point while we were in nashville, we were hanging out on one of those wooden swings in the park, and a park ranger rolled up to us, said we fit the descriptions of people who were supposedly being raunchy. people had made complaints, but he said it didn't make sense in the open, where we were. he said he'd expect that "over in the clam shell"...when we saw scotty and steph later they said it was them, fucking not 50 feet from where we were...in broad daylight, over by the clam shell. ha.

so after the night at jt's and the funny shit in the park, we found day labor at a car wash for a few days, so we wouldn't have to panhandle in new orleans. we found the kids, told them what was up, and then went to the clam shell to read and cuddle. a little while later it started to rain, and when we went back to where the car was parked, it was gone. at first chris thought it had been towed, but i laughed at him. when we'd first met scotty and steph i'd thought they were shady characters, but i swallowed it because it becos i didn't want to be an asshole and chris thought they were cool. i guess i should've followed my gut instinct, tho, cos it usually does me right. they'd definitely taken the car, along with all of our clothes, music, my address book and zine originals...between the two of us, we had a couple of books, the clothes we were wearing, and a blanket, all of which was getting soaked. they could have at least left us our packs! our little storm turned into a tornado, knocking down trees all over nashville like so many dominoes.

eventually we went to the holiday inn across the street, determined that we'd sit out the worst of the storm in their lobby. but they sure showed us...they didn't want a couple of filthy kids in their lobby all night, so they gave us a free room. we got to take showers, have sex in a bed for the first time, and even made a pot of coffee in the morning. it was nice until we remembered how we'd gotten there, with our shelter and transportation gone. chris called his mum and we took a bus to baltimore, where his sister picked us up the next day. there was a guy on the bus with a dread mohawk who looked sorta like this cat scooter i used to know...he had avoided us the whole ride, thinking i was his exwife, til we
nailed him down at a truck stop and talked to him. the whole thing was pretty funny.

and that, folx, is how i ended up in maryland for four months. we stayed with chris' parents for about three weeks. his mum was a total sweetheart, bought me new underwear and socks and made sure we had lots of tofu and veggie burgers, she even made us vegan pan-cakes for breakfast when she wasn't working. we went to the library often and drank gallons of coffee at denny's, and chris spent hour after hour playing video games. i read a lot and hung out with his mum. once in a while, we'd have a good night...one time we got beer and went to this creepy, beautiful place in the woods...wishing rock, i think it was called. he held my hand while he led me up the path in the woods in the dark, and we sat on a gargantuan rock in a big clearing for a while, talking for once, drinking boh and sharing the occasional comfortable silence. we told ghost stories and tried to scare each other and i was as happy as i'd been on the roof the night we first hung out, only less inebriated. most of the time, tho i just felt weird because we were at his mum's house. sex was strange when every noise made us jump, wondering if she was gonna walk in on us. and i just didn't like feeling stuck in that town and having to depend on people but i wasn't at all ready to say goodbye to chris yet...

THE LAFF N' SPIT

during our stay together in that little town near baltimore, we went to one show at the laff n' spit. it was a really fucking cool place, everyone just kind of hanging out, seeming to get along. i didn't even notice anyone going out of their way to trash the place, which used to be a big problem in boston sometimes. ochlocracy and objection to oppression were the two bands i'd really wanted to see, but it's been so long and i'd drank so much beer that i couldn't tell you who the other bands were. i wish i could remember, tho. i hate when i end up doing that at shows. we ran into justin, one of the kids i'd met in boston when chris showed up...and i met a rad girl named bri who had the same piercings as me. all of the baltimore kids were super nice, and after the show we went to allen's haus, where there was gonna be a party. but we were tired, so we drove back to the haus. i later found out that the laff n' spit closed down soon after. it's too bad that we hadn't made it to another show there, or at least stuck around for the party, because chris hadn't really known many of those kids either, and they had totally welcomed us with open arms.

we went to ocean city for the weekend, to look for jobs and get away for a few days. we ran into his friend john, who had a haus around there and said we could stay with him. we both got blisters walking forever in sweaty feet, first looking for work and then looking for his mum's van because we couldn't remember where exactly between 1st and 12th we'd parked it. ocean city was nice to look at, but only if you ignored all the snooty, sunburnt tourists. i could tell it was going to be an interesting summer...we finally got jobs at the jolly roger, the only amusement park in oc where they'd trust you to run a ride if you had piercings and funny hair...

...WITH OPEN ARMS

stomach lead me to a convenience store in search of a bagel.
HOME, YOU CAN!
ALWAYS LIVE IN YOUR MIND...

IF YOU DON'T HAVE

A HOME...

YOU CAN!
ALWAYS LIVE IN YOUR MIND...

BUT YOU DO...

SPARE SOME REMOTE CONTROL?

SE SEI SENZA TETTO PUOI COMUNQUE ABITARE NELLA TUA TESTA...
MA TI È RIMASTA LA TESTA?
The Ocean City Saga Begins.

We went back to the Baltimore area... we left again a week later, driving the car that Chris had owned before the one that got stolen. His dad had given it back to him when we went crawling back to Maryland. She was a beauty... the sunroof glass was missing, driver's side window wouldn't open, one of the locks seemed to be possessed and worked only when it wanted to, the transmission was on its deathbed and there was a huge crack in the windshield, but it ran. It got us back to Ocean City that second time. For almost a month, we actually lived in Salisbury, a fairly sleepy town about half an hour's drive from OC. That was at John and Jason's house, where we'd stayed the first time we ventured down. We worked 5 or 6 days a week, from 2:00 til midnight, running rides at the Jolly Roger. OC's pretty tame for a resort town... there was really nothing to do when we got off work except hang out on the boardwalk, and that lost its appeal pretty fast. After a week there, I already felt like I'd experienced everything OC had to offer. We fell into a rut. Mostly we'd just go home after work, drink beer if we had it, and Chris would play video games while I cooked dinner or read. The 24 hour grocery stores and late-Night sex shops quickly became two of our best friends.

A few weeks into working at the JR, I was running the log flume and it was slow, so I was letting people stay on as long as they wanted, hoping my skinflint boss wasn't watching. Tickets were really expensive, my pay was really low, and that was also a good way to get tips... So this sweet grandma started talking to me while her daughter and grandkids were on the ride for a while, and she turned out to be pretty hip. Before they left, she gave me the phone number for a friend of hers who had an efficiency apartment for rent. Her name was Vee, she said Frank better like me despite my bihawks and piercings, because SHE liked me...haha.

I called and spoke with Frank a few days later. He seemed like a nice guy and had a slight southern accent that was sort of charming when you first heard it. We had a bit of a long conversation, and I must have passed that first test, because he invited Chris and I to look at the apartment the next day. Of course it was small, but not too bad for OC. The bathroom was huge. The kitchen was tiny but came with all of the dishes and appliances we could possibly need... there was a washer and dryer in the garage, which our bathroom opened on at one end. There was a TV, VCR, and a turntable in the bedroom, which had a couch and doubled as the living room. It was decorated in that cheesy tourist style, mostly pinks and blues with seascapes on the walls in cheap plastic frames. It was late in the season and the $200 a week they asked for rent was almost cheap by OC standards, so add that to the fact that the half hour drive twice a day was getting extremely tiresome, and we were more than happy to sign on the dotted line. Frank said we'd have a place to stay til labor day... we got paid that Thursday night and moved in Friday afternoon. We finally had something to call our own, a place to keep our records and have sex whenever we wanted without worrying about being too loud, a situation where we only had to depend on each other, NO ONE ELSE...
A 1/2 GALLON AND BURNT PIZZA

after going grocery shopping a few nights after we'd moved into Frank's place on 12th street, we realized on the way home that we'd forgotten to buy a sponge to wash the dishes, so we stopped at the 7-11. there was a cute guy working behind the counter who had some piercings and nice tattoos. i really needed to hang out with someone other than chris and he was the most interesting person i'd bumped into there... so a few nights later when chris and i were tweaked out and wandering the streets of OC, i left him on the boardwalk conspiring to steal beer and went to the 7-11 to see if mr. punk guy had any personality...

his name was james. business was slow, and we talked for a while, mostly me yammering on at him for a good hour or two before i zipped back to the boardwalk to find chris and mike with a gallon milk jug full of beer pilfered from an outdoor beer tap. james had a lot more personality than i'd anticipated... i think i hung out with him more than anyone else this summer, maybe even more than chris. he actually listened to me and contributed to our conversations, even when i was hopelessly drunk or rolling and could barely stand up.

whenever i ended up downtown at night, i'd always end up talking someone into walk to the 7-11 with me. one night i brought about a dozen pilfered pizzas back to this cat lloyd's haus. i figured i could slip up once and eat it, since it was free and even stolen from a stupid corporation. with all the vodka i'd consumed, i left one of the pizzas in the oven til well after the cheese had turned brown and i don't think anyone was brave enough to eat it. lloyd lived downstairs from my friend milo who worked at the JR. when we were hanging out that night, milo just up and disappeared into thin air. lloyd's door was open, so i offered to share my half gallon if i could chill there. the last thing i remembered was being downstairs when i woke up at milo's in the morning. some mysteries are better left unsolved...

i'd lost touch with him for a while, but recently i've been talking to james on the phone. because i always worked until midnight and he usually went to work at the same time, the only place we ever saw each other was at the 7-11 or at the JR once or twice when i hooked him up with passes. we made plans a few times, but it seemed like one of us (usually me) always overslept and didn't make it. i miss our late-night conversations at the store and it seems like OC would be a much nicer place in the off-season. i'd like to stop back there to fuck shit up again.
the last few weeks that Chris and I spent together were chaotic...wonderful, horrific, painful and sweet. We were really fucking alive then, seething with raw emotion and energy. We were together most of the time, at work and at home, but we didn't talk much, we did yell a lot. After telling me for months that he loved me but didn't want to be in a relationship, he informed me that he wanted to start dating this girl from VA who had stayed at our place while she was visiting OC. I was outraged. Not because he was choosing her over me or some such juvenile bullshit, but because he'd been completely misleading me all summer..."If I did want to date anyone it would be you, but I'm too...fucked up to have a girlfriend right now..." He also told me several times that I was more than a girlfriend and mentor all in one...someone who knows both of us later guessed that he was pushing me away because he did care about me a lot but he knew that he treated girls like shit and didn't want to do that to me...do guys really think like that?!

At the beginning of August, I think, Chris quit at the JR. It was the same night that he'd told me about the other girl. I flipped out on him, cried and screamed and wanted so badly to just punch him in the face and make him hurt too, for once I thought he was actually listening to me and we talked about our friendship and a lot of other things...things maybe weren't looking so bad right about then. He wanted to go to the beer store and I asked him to wait for me to get dressed so I could take the walk with him. He was afraid that the store would close and left without me. I waited up for him, drinking tea and reading. He stumbled in after sunrise, shitfaced, bringing his obnoxious friend with him and I got upset again and saw no point in trying to get anything through that thick skull of his, except maybe a baseball bat.

I got home from work the next night, saw that Chris was still out, poured myself a big cup of space bag, he got home shortly after and following a few minutes of mindlessly how were you day, small talk, he got all serious and told me that he decided to go back to Baltimore two days later; he had a bunch of court dates for old parking and speeding tickets and they were gonna put warrants out for him if he didn't show. When Chris was teaching me how to drive I had crashed his car, so he couldn't stay in OC and make the court dates. His mum had offered to help him take care of all of his fines and everything if he went home...I felt like he was deserting me. I had two days to find another roommate or get kicked out because I couldn't pay rent on my own. If I've ever been utterly speechless in my life...that night, tears just started pouring down my face and my voice wouldn't work. I couldn't even focus my eyes on anything. I was a fucking mess. Because he didn't know what else to do and thought I was being selfish by feeling hurt, he walked out on me when I needed him the most. No hug or apology, just "see ya later."

We talked a little when he got home, whenever that was. By the next day we'd both realised how much we were going to miss each other. We both had our faults and knew it and we decided to make the best of those precious few hours we had together. I went to work; when I got back, soaking wet because it was raining out, he was half naked and drunk, sitting in bed. I stopped on the way home to get two bottles of mad dog and he wouldn't let me take a sip or even uncap a bottle until he had gotten me out of those wet clothes. That night, we had the raunchiest, sweetest sex ever. I had to get on top in order to just start pouring down my face and my voice wouldn't work. I couldn't even focus my eyes on anything. I was a fuckin mess because he didn't know what else to do and thought I was being selfish by feeling hurt, he walked out on me when I needed him the most. No hug or apology, just "see ya later."

That night, I cried myself to sleep that night, but when I got up, I thought I was going to wake up Chris. We both had our faults and knew it and we decided to make the best of those precious few hours we had together. I went to work; when I got back, soaking wet because it was raining out, he was half naked and drunk, sitting in bed. I stopped on the way home to get two bottles of mad dog and he wouldn't let me take a sip or even uncap a bottle until he had gotten me out of those wet clothes. That night, we had the raunchiest, sweetest sex ever. I had to get on top in order to just start pouring down my face and my voice wouldn't work. I couldn't even focus my eyes on anything. I was a fuckin mess because he didn't know what else to do and thought I was being selfish by feeling hurt, he walked out on me when I needed him the most. No hug or apology, just "see ya later."

The last month in OC was mostly a blur. I worked 6 or 7 days a week and drank myself silly every night to try to process the hurt and confusion from losing me, but that was a good enough reason why I still cried myself to sleep more often than not. So this was love...I was taken in by the local band of nocturnal party kids, who made things more bearable sometimes...at least I wasn't always drinking alone. I missed him then when I finally left...
The Patch

There's this feeling you might get sometimes that you're part of something much bigger and greater than yourself. I'm not talking about a higher power making decisions about your life for you, I'm talking about something that's partly your creation, that you have a role in building. I'm talking about connections and people and life in the underground. The feeling's not something you have to define with words but it's something you know is a part of you and will be a part of you wherever you travel and whatever situations you find yourself in. It's not necessary something you claim allegiance to, like a soldier would fight for a country - I'm talking about an unspoken bond between people - a code that changes form and face through time and however you mold it yourself, but has the same core - is rooted in something timeless. Sometimes you can feel it when you're with a bunch of your friends - a big group working together on big things. Sometimes you catch glimpses of it in small things, what might be just a funny coincidence but you know it can't be. That's when the feeling hits and you remember.

One night during the Austin leg of the festival I ended up talking to this trainhopper kid Jeff who I'd never met before. Jeff was from Olympia, Washington and had been on the road for a while and was decked out in the nearly universal traveling punk uniform - boots, black encrusted and sown up jeans, black denim jacket covered in spikes and patches, face piercings, dirty dreadlocks. I have kind of this habit of checking out the patches on traveling punks' attire cause in the past few years anarchist groups and bands from all over the place have been printing and distributing patches and you start to see the same ones after a while. If you have an eye for it and you're pretty up on the different scenes around the country, it's pretty easy to tell where people have been or where they're from by the patches on their clothes. It's a whole little underworld of symbols and hidden meanings really only meant for a small group of people.

It might seem uninteresting to most and for good reason, but I have this funny history with patches that started when I was fourteen and coming of age in the punk scene in New York. Back then there was this woman who sang for one of the local anarchist squatter bands who I was totally in awe of and respected almost to the point of worship and one day this woman gave me a silkscreened canvas patch with her band's logo on it that I'd only ever seen people in her band wearing. These were the days before patches were all over the place and everyone was making and distributing them, so it was a big deal to an impressionable kid like me. I sowed it in a prominent place on my punked out jacket and wore it proudly until it faded and eventually got so dirty it was unreadable. It was a powerful thing, that patch, because it meant I was hooked into the scene I'd only watched from afar, and it made me feel like I was a part of something real for the first time in my life.
Anyway, that memory stuck with me and when I was sixteen I took a high school printmaking class and cut out my first silkscreen. It was a simple two color rectangular design - the black and red Anarcho-syndicalist flag from the Spanish Civil War with the silhouette of a figure holding a rifle in the background. My art teacher, Mr. Leventhal, told me it was a good example of crude talentless propaganda and I'd be better off making linoleum blocks of cows because they had more soul. Nonetheless, I was really proud of it and found a strip of painting canvas in the back of the room and cut it up into little rectangular pieces to make my first patch. I printed about fifteen of them before the screen died and I gave them out to a bunch of my friends. I figured if I could give something to people around me that would inspire them nearly as much as that patch the woman had given to me I couple years earlier, it would be totally worth it.

Skipping over a lot of time, about four years later I was playing in a punk rock band myself and practicing at C-squat, playing shows around the neighborhood and getting ready to do a small tour in Canada. We decided we wanted to print up a bunch of patches and shirts for the tour, so my friend who silk screened for a living and had a whole shop out in Brooklyn, hooked us up with his light table and taught a couple of us how to do it. We ended up stealing a whole lot of ink from a big art supply store in the city and dumpstering a bunch of shirts and the whole thing cost us next to nothing. It was cool because we could print right outside our shows, straight on to people's clothes for free and it was a good way of getting our name around and also showing people that silk screening was really easy and didn't have to cost a lot of money.

Around the same time I got really into printing patches and made up a whole bunch of screens with different people's artwork and went around giving out patches all the time to my friends. I liked the feeling that I was printing this underground currency that had no value in the outside world, but was priceless in the circuits I traveled. Cutting up rolls of canvas into pieces and reproducing these powerful symbols, giving and exchanging gifts without the use of money. Not ever being too good with my hands or feeling like I was very artistic, it was the first time I was ever making something concrete and solid and it felt good to see people all over the place wearing stuff I made.
Eventually I really needed money and I started selling them on the street for a dollar and actually financed a journey across the country almost entirely from that money, showing up in towns and laying out my goods in the main square. I'd always end up giving away a bunch of patches to cool people I met, but surprisingly I got pretty good at selling them to almost anyone from frat boys to old ladies. Taking something from our scene and marketing it seemed pretty sketchy to me, but it was really small time on the street and we're not talking about something with mass appeal anyway, just a handy means of survival for a traveling guy such as myself. Anyway, that's my story with the patches.

So with that all out of the way, we're back at the Church in Austin last summer and I'm talking to Jeff the trainhopper kid and checking out the patches on his jacket cause there are a bunch I've never seen before. One of them strikes my eye because it's two colored and I move closer to get a better look at it. Suddenly I'm thrown into this state of amazement and disbelief and I get even closer to make sure I'm right. Usually when I meet someone who's wearing one of my patches it's a cool little reminder of how tight-knit our scene is, but this was too strange.

"Where...where did you get that?" I manage to get out of my stunned mouth because I know I'm right but it doesn't make any sense. "Oh, that. I traded it with this girl I was traveling with from the East coast, but I don't know where she got it from. I think it's really old." We never even figured out how it happened or where the connection was and in the end it didn't really matter because the whole thing was so beautiful and mysterious we didn't need to know. Here I was in Austin, Texas — talking to a guy from Olympia, Washington who somehow ended up wearing one of the fifteen old Anarcho-Syndicalist patches I printed when I was sixteen years old in New York.
Marcia was the cute blonde girl who worked on the bumper boats at the JR. I don't even know where to begin talking about her... I first met her through Chris, and all of the other girls he'd introduced me to down there seemed young, dumb, and generally uninteresting. So I sort of dismissed her as being like the rest of them. But then we started hanging out at each other's rides on our breaks, and the next thing I knew, we were friends. One day we were at work and she came up to my ride, said "you look hot bri." I wiped my sweaty brow with my bandana and replied "it must be a hundred fucki n g degrees out here..." "No, I mean you're wearing eyeliner and it looks good. I've never seen you wear makeup before." OUCH. Girls scare me. Around cute ones, I often exhibit signs of foot in mouth syndrome. She came to our place for the first time that night. She played guitar for me while we sat around drinking and singing Janis Joplin songs. She abhorred punk music, and the only music we had that she wanted to listen to was Patsy Cline, the beastie boys, and dead milkmen. I walked her home later; I couldn't get up the nerve to kiss her goodnight. I really felt like a shmuck for not at least asking her, giving it the ol' college try.

When Chris left town, Marcia saved my ass by moving in with me. The next morning we were kicked out, without reason. I spent two hours banging on Frank's door before he would come out and talk to me, the fuckin' coward. He also made it pretty clear that if we tried to stay he'd make our lives hell, and I don't think a squatter's rights hold up very well in OC, so we trashed the place and packed up our meager belongings. Marcia moved back into the rooming house she'd just left. I left some of my stuff there, and some with the kid Dan who lived behind our back yard. I called Vee and found out that Frank's daughter had come to visit and needed a place to stay and that's why the bastard had given us the boot.

I spent the next week or so staying with Marcia. They weren't allowed to have guests, so she snuck me in and out through the back door. We sat up all hours of the night, talking and drinking, having long girl talks. Then we did it every drop of my strength not to hit on her, because I was horribly afraid of fucking up what was becoming a very sweet friendship. She met a new guy and told her boy that she was dumping him for me. After a short time I moved in with the old carnie guys from the JR who lived right behind the park. I didn't have to wake up for work till 1:30, and I didn't have to sneak in to go to bed.

One night it was raining hard and we got off work early, so I went to the movies with Paul, one of the carnie guys. We drank the fifth of Jim before the show and brought a second with us, by the middle of the movie I was talking a bit too loudly and laughing when you weren't supposed to laugh, and the guy in front of us turned around and asked me why the hell I didn't just shut up, so I stood up and advised him to take his own advice and for some reason he did. When we got home and told the other guys, they wondered why Paul hadn't stood up for little 18 year old me, but I'm bigger than him any way and much braver when I'm drunk. I had to go back to the theatre a few days later and watch the movie again, because I couldn't remember the end.

Marcia started spending a lot more time with her new boy and didn't show up for work much anymore. She disappeared from my life almost as quickly as she's stepped into it. But I'll never forget her... people come and people go, but it sure was fun while it lasted.
Chris and the guys at the haus in Salisbury had told me about their friend sixx... they'd spent previous summers in OC with him. I heard lots of stories, and I was sure he was the same sixx I'd met in my travels a few years before. He called the haus one night and I talked to him for a bit and he thought that I could have been a bri he met remembering in NYC or somewhere once upon a time. I was really anxious for him to visit so I could solve that great mystery, as I couldn't put a face to the name. One morning, very early, when everyone else was asleep, I was sprawled out on the couch and heard someone in the kitchen looking for a beer.

"You must be sixx..."

"Yer not the bri I know..."

"No shit, yer not the sixx I know..."

So the mystery was solved. He brought someone else with him, and we talked more. They left a few hours later, or maybe it was the next day. I was kind of disappointed... he seemed like an alright guy. He came back a few weeks later, though, and hung out a lot longer. He and John stopped by our place one night. We had some other cats over too... some gutter hippy kids who followed us to the food lion to talk to us and some girls that Chris was flirting with because he was mad at me or something. Anyway, the hippy kids got on my nerves, especially the stupid girl who picked up my stuff till, said "What's this?" and before anyone could answer, spilled it all over the table. So sixx and I and John, when he wasn't sleeping) sat up getting hammered and trading travel stories and bad jokes all night. Chris kept half waking up and grumbling, so eventually sixx and I went down to the boards. We made the mistake of taking his van and it took us 45 minutes just to find parking so we could sit at plim plaza and drink free coffee. Nobody really cared if we were there drinking the yuppies' free coffee and eating their food, as long as we didn't tease the tourists too much. We were hot and sweaty, tired and irritable and figured we were going to have horrid hangovers whenever we finally passed out and then woke up, but we had fun. I was supposed to work that day, so he dropped me off at home after coffee and drove back to the haus in Salisbury. Neither Chris nor I made it to work that day.

One night, after I had moved in with the carnie guys and sixx had been gone for a while, I bumped into his exgirlfriend at the 7-11. She gave me his grandparents' number back in PA, where he's from. I had a pilfered calling card, so I called him right away. It was Wednesday night... I told him that if he could drive down for the weekend, I'd give him gas money to get home and he could stay with me if he wanted. He said he'd see what he could do and would try to show up Friday or Saturday, so I, just imagine my surprise when it was near closing time at the JR the next night and the fucker showed up at my ride! I met him on the boards after I got off work, got a few bottles of mad dog... the Salisbury kids were going outta town that night and the boardwalk in OC isn't very exciting (as I may have mentioned before), so we ended up on my porch, drinking with doby, my crippled roommate, (he was tearing down a rollercoaster when part of it fell on him and knocked him out. He'd had to get a shitload of stitches in his head and leg and couldn't walk without crutches for a long time.)

The guys all went to bed pretty early that night, and it was raining pretty hard, so we moved the party out to sixx's van, listening to blatz and patsy cline while drinking beer. Once again we were up until after the sun rose, hosting our own private party, and making vague travel plans for some unknown date. I was really glad he'd come to visit, but when he eventually drove off that morning I didn't see him again. True to form, he abruptly left town. He does write to me though, and I'm supposed to be mutilated in a graveyard in a horror movie he plans on making with some friends of his next summer...
While I try to avoid the name-dropping & proverbial cock-sucking that seem to go along with thanks lists, such, I want to thank Arriel & crust for being there when it has counted & inspiring me... to Chris for making me realise what true love is, even tho it hurt like hell... to Sixx & James & everyone who made Ocean City a bit more bearable... to everyone who shared a beer or their homes with us while Chris & I were on the road... to all of my true friends in Boston, who have made it start to feel like home again... to R & A for the wonderful sex & everything else... to Dimitri for making my dead grrl more content than she'd been in a really long time... to anyone who's ever given me a beer or a hug when I really, fuckn needed it... to Mike for our dinner at Charlie's... and to you for reading my drive. Oh, thanks to Mum too, for becoming my friend... to Johnny for losing the resentment that seethed in him for so long. A few more things— I run a small book/zine/random shite distro. A few books I have for sale are Carnival of Chats ($8) Fly's Chron! C! Riots! P!sm! ($10); Scum Manifesto ($8), Thoreau's Civil Disobedience ($1). If you order, please send a buck for postage. A stamp will get ya my most recent list. Beantown Zine-Town 3, "Zine Fair, Art Event, Party" is happening at Mass Art March 19th with some bands & other stuff going on the night before. Zine Fair begins at 8:00. If you'd like more info, contact Rich Mackin at PO Box 8901 Allston, MA 02134 or email richmackin@earthlink.net. He will set you straight. I hope a lot of people show up this year. If you have a computer & some free time, check out dorky photos of me & my friends (lots of pics of Arriel, the hot chick inside the front cover)... go to Briefcase.Yahoo.com/theworldisbroken. It's all one word, ya? Ok, I guess that's about it. Send all love letters, hate mail, book orders and stuff to:

The World Is Broken
85 Scituate Ave
Scituate, MA 02066

BURLY_GIRL@HOTMAIL.COM

Extra special thanks to Michelle. She works at Kinko's. 'Nuff said.